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OUR SERVICES

Customized Technology Integration
With Workday at the core, we help clients build
customized solutions - from deep integration of
recruiting, payroll, and CRM tools to seamless
data assimilation across your HCM ecosystem.

CapTech Increases the Impact
of Your Workday Investment
Workday is a game changer. It is unrivaled in delivering comprehensive
Human Capital Management (HCM) support for your organization,
yielding breakthrough HR and operational efficiency as well as unified,
financial insights.
Yet simply completing an initial deployment of this powerful platform
does not maximize your full potential of Workday’s HCM and financial
capabilities. Through our demonstrated experience and flexible delivery
framework, CapTech can help you maximize the benefits and drive your
business forward.

Advanced Analytics and Insights
With advanced Prism reporting, our data
scientists deliver holistic data governance,
analysis, visualization, and reporting, as well
as actionable insights that help you take action.

Phase “X” Deployment
Whether your organization is going live with
a new module or needs support maintaining
a complex environment, we define tailored
strategies to maximize the impact of Workday
for your specific needs.

A Proven Workday Partner
Platform agility and Team Support
CapTech is a Workday Services Partner with a dedicated team of master
builders, creators, and problem-solvers who help clients grow efficient,
successful businesses.
CapTech first experienced Workday as early adopters of Workday’s
full platform, and those customer-first roots inform our consulting
approach. Starting with an end-user mindset, we ensure that every
Workday project is tailor made for the nuanced needs of every client
and that their investment is amplified through breakthrough integration,
empowerment, and insight.

65%

5:1

of CapTech
Workday clients
are Fortune 500

Average number
of integrations
per client

100%
of CapTech Workday
clients are repeat
customers

We assess needs and map out goals and bring
seasoned Workday experts who support agile
platform management, roadmap planning, and
backlog management.

Change Management and User Adoption
Our change management practitioners use
proven methods to deliver comprehensive
Workday rollout support, which help you
maximize buy-in and minimize confusion.

Getting the Most From
Moments That Matter

What Sets Us Apart?

How you amplify your Workday investment is almost as
important as when you make the decision to do so. With
our certified Workday technologists, analysts, and change
management practitioners, CapTech will provide you with
the right skills at the right time.

Pre-launch and
go-live employee
readiness

Support to get
Workday back
on track

Safety, health,
and compliance
standards

Retention, churn,
and recruiting
analysis

Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion
investments

Post M&A
integration
and adoption

CapTech Workday
Delivery Framework

Cross Functional
Methods

Human-Centered
Design

We bring deep
technology prowess,
as well as design, data
science, and customer
experience expertise

Our projects start
and end with your
employees, tailoring
solutions based on
your needs

Technical DNA
Our roots are in
technology and our
Workday client results
prove it

Partners at EVERY Turn
We go beyond base
requirements and work
shoulder-to-shoulder
with our clients

Workday Industry Experience
Our experience and proven delivery framework helps
us to effectively and rapidly demonstrate untapped
value of Workday.

INTEGRATION
Creating a seamless flow between the data
and technologies across your ecosystem,
while supporting your company’s most
critical HRS/HCM imperatives.

RETAIL

AUTOMOTIVE

BANKING

EMPOWERMENT
Driving engagement, competence, and
confidence in Workday user groups through
communications, training, and deployment
support.

INSIGHT
Creating business impact across your
enterprise through advanced Prism Analytics
insights and remarkable data intelligence.

Connect with us.
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